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THE TRICK IS THERE IS NO TREAT
The light’s on but it’s a no-candy home. KRISTIN JOKER

I’m one of those dreadful people that give out healthy “treats” on Halloween. Let me explain.

I grew up in a family of dentists and dental hygienists. My mom was a receptionist for a dentist for 40 years. Everyone I knew

gave out toothbrushes or apples (this was the 1970s). It didn’t take long to realize these were not “treats” but an insult to

children everywhere. One year I hid the stockpile of toothbrushes in my closet on Halloween morning. After searching the

house to no avail, my mom was forced to keep the light out. I didn’t care because it kept me from being teased. My grandma,

the most radical of the family, gave out mini bags of pretzels. I started trick-or-treating in her subdivision, one town over.

Years later, I have a daughter who, like me, is embarrassed about our Halloween situation. In my defense, I don’t give out

toothbrushes. I give out organic suckers.  One year I gave out pouches of Goldfish in Halloween packaging. My daughter

rolled her eyes and told me, “Goldfish are for my lunch, NOT Halloween.” So, I went back to suckers. This year, she threatened

to keep the lights out if don’t buy good candy.

I need your help. Should I cave and hand out “good” candy? And what exactly is considered good candy?

Please, email me and let me know soon.

KRISTIN JOKER

jokerk@bnpmedia.com

sampsyseeds / E+ via Getty Images
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Package of the Month

NUTRISYSTEM UPDATES PACKAGING
New Branding Driven by Shifting Attitudes in Wellness Ideals

To effectively compete within the personalized weight loss space, Nutrisystem partnered with the agency Little Big Brands

to update packaging that focuses on empowering consumers to live a healthy lifestyle that meets their personal goals.  

The Little Big Brands team took on the challenge of evolving Nutrisystem from a “one size fits all” weight loss plan, to an

engaging, relevant lifestyle brand. Throughout the project, the agency partnered with corporate stakeholders, nutritionists

and dietitians to breathe new life into the Nutrisystem design.  

The new design positions Nutrisystem as the expert within the category, highlighting the product's appetite appeal,

coupled with a vibrant color palette to express optimism and customization. The Nutrisystem logo sits proudly on a cream

background, evoking a sense of trust and confidence.

“Today’s consumer is attracted to brands that connect with them on a more emotional and supportive level,” said John

Nunziato, Chief Creative Officer, Little Big Brands. “This insight is particularly relevant for the weight loss category and

served as inspiration for the work.”

Courtesy of Little Big Brands

Mars Wrigley UK’s Maltesers Boxes Fully Recyclable After Switch to Metsä
Board Dispersion Coated Barrier Board

The company has replaced the old multi-layer box design, where the PE plastic liner covered the box, with a
dispersion coated barrier paperboard. The company says the new design will reduce its annual plastic usage by
82 tonnes.
 
The new Maltesers box uses Metsä Board’s dispersion coated barrier board, which is fully recyclable,
biodegradable and compostable and made of fresh �bers, 100% traceable to their origin in sustainably
managed Northern European forests.
 
“At Mars, we take our responsibility for sustainable packaging seriously, and today’s announcement that our
iconic Maltesers box is now fully recyclable is another important step in our journey toward packaging that is
100% reusable, recyclable or compostable,” said Adam Grant, General Manager, Mars Wrigley UK.
 
“We are �rmly committed to helping brands develop solutions that address the increasingly pressing need to
take food packaging in a more sustainable direction,” says Matthew Terry, technical service director, South and
West Europe, Metsä Board.

Courtesy of Mars Wriggley

Dr. Shef�eld's Introduces Charcoal Toothpaste in a
Fully Recyclable Aluminum Tube

DDr. Shef�eld's is a toothpaste brand made from an age-old recipe
reminiscent of simpler times. In the mid-1870s, Dr. Washington W.
Shef�eld, a respected dentist from New London, Connecticut, invented a
'creme dentri�ce' for his patients, replacing the unsavory powders of the
time. He was the �rst to put toothpaste in a tube and that tube will now
package its certi�ed natural, �uoride-free Charcoal toothpaste in
aluminum metal tubes.  

"We researched a host of new packaging options, to �nd the one that
matches our high standards of sustainability and quality. Our research
determined that aluminum was the clearest choice versus other options
like plastic, which often ends up in land�lls or worse, in the oceans. As a
result, we made a signi�cant investment into modern automated
packaging equipment to allow us to manufacture toothpaste packaged in
aluminum tubes at high speeds," noted Jeffrey Davis, CEO of Shef�eld
Pharmaceuticals, makers of Dr. Shef�eld's Naturals. "Although recyclable
plastic tubes are certainly a more cost-effective option, plastic recycling
has been a failure, and a recyclable plastic tube is less effective at
preserving the quality of our product," Davis adds.

Aluminum is the most recycled metal on the planet; it creates a very
robust package that preserves the original �avor and quality of the
product almost inde�nitely and, as opposed to plastic it can be recycled
over and over with no degradation. It is estimated that over 75% of
aluminum ever produced in the US is still in circulation. Aluminum is the
most valuable item in the recycling bin, as opposed to plastic, which has
no value.

The full line of Dr. Shef�eld's Toothpaste are certi�ed according to the
strict standards of the Natural Products Association and contain no
�uoride, GMOs, synthetic detergents or foaming agents, and no arti�cial
colors, �avors, or sweeteners. Dr. Shef�eld's Naturals is certi�ed cruelty-
free by Leaping Bunny, signifying no animal testing at any stage of
product development, and veri�ed by the Non-GMO Project.

Courtesy of Dr. Sheffield’s

Hank’s Gourmet Beverages Introduces Innovative 4-Packs of its Limited-
Edition Fall Favorites, Pumpkin Spice and Caramel Apple Cream

Hank’s Gourmet Beverages, the Philadelphia-based, third-generation family business which helped launch the
craft soda boom in the 1990s, is responding to widespread customer and retailer input with a new packaging
scheme for its two popular fall seasonal �avors. Hank’s critically acclaimed, limited-edition seasonals, Pumpkin
Spice and Caramel Apple Cream, will be hitting markets coast-to-coast in colorful 4-Packs beginning this week.
 The announcement was made here today by Tony Salvatore, Partner and Chief Customer Of�cer of Hank’s
Gourmet Beverages.
 
“From the beginning, we’ve been a company that has maintained an ongoing dialogue with both our fans and
retailers,” says Salvatore. “It is something that has played a great role in both shaping and continuing the
evolution and expansion of our brand.”
 
“This year has historically been our strongest, with especially brisk pre-orders for our two seasonal �avors that
have nearly quadrupled 2020’s actual sales,” adds Salvatore. “Our customers, from supermarkets and bakeries
to eateries and farm stands, have been clamoring for us to release these in 4-pack cartons, so they could build
the high-impact displays that have become a holiday tradition and merchandising mainstay. We’ve answered
their call with unique and breakthrough for-the-category designs that we think both catch the eye and
communicate the outstanding quality of these handcrafted, delicious �avors.”
 
Hank’s worked with Greensboro-based (GA) Heffernan Marketing to create the packaging, one which breaks
with soda industry norms in several regards. The 4-packs communicate the great taste with enhanced real-fruit
photography on the carton’s main panels, a rare occurrence in the trade. There’s now messaging about the
brand’s annual 4Q soda celebration, Hanksgiving, as well as new callouts that highlight the product’s gluten and
caffeine-free ingredients.
 
“Our vision for the 4-pack packaging design was to go for a rich, textural and layered look, one that would really
make it stand out on the shelf and in dramatic seasonal displays,” adds Lee Heffernan, President and Creative
Director, Heffernan Marketing. “These two seasonals have amazing �avors. And there’s no better way to convey
that than with pictures of ripe, luscious fruits.  Our goal was to properly tap into and visualize peoples’ love of a
fresh-baked piece of pumpkin pie or a hand-dipped caramel apple at this time of year. In our testing, Hank’s
fans immediately stopped, recognized, and reacted positively to this both on-shelf and in specialty displays, so
we know we hit upon a winning look with this approach.”
 
Introduced in 2020, Hank’s Caramel Apple Cream marries the tart bite of a perfectly ripe Granny Smith apple
with the smooth body of toffee and hints of golden butter-caramel. This product is being re-released as a
limited edition, along with a new supply of Hank’s Pumpkin Spice, the hugely popular fall entry introduced
during 2019’s Hanksgiving, the Company’s yearly event celebrating the pairing of craft sodas with food. Both will
now only be available in the newly designed carriers through the New Year’s holiday.
 
Several Hank’s retail partners and specialty accounts are expected to participate in this year’s Fall release
promotions anchored by these new 4-pack designs, with special displays and dedicated placements across
seasonal aisles and sections, including Cracker Barrel Old Country Stores nationwide.

Courtesy of Hank’s Gourmet Beverage

Sweden’s Best-Selling Sausages Now Wrapped in Renewable Paper-Based
Packaging by Mondi

Mondi worked with Nordic food manufacturer HKScan to provide renewable paper-based packaging for its best-
selling Falukory sausage. The company aims to achieve a carbon-neutral food chain by the end of 2040. Mondi
used its EcoSolution approach to collaborate with HKScan’s R&D team to provide the right barrier paper without
requiring any changes to its existing production lines. The new packaging is made of bio-based plastic and
responsibly sourced paper, coated and printed in Sweden, to keep transportation to a minimum. Thanks to its
majority paper content, the new packaging can be disposed of in Swedish paper recycling streams. Mondi’s
solution ensures the Scan Falukorv sausage remains fresh and intact in transportation, and the packaging
provides excellent print quality for an attractive presentation on the shelves. Maria Häger, director quality &
environment HKScan Sweden, says: “Reducing our environmental footprint is one of our most important priorities
at HKScan. The barrier paper from Mondi is a valuable piece of the jigsaw puzzle, enabling us to proudly
announce this new, recyclable packaging for our Falukorv sausage, reducing its CO2 impact from the previous

solution by 70%1. This represents a vital step in our sustainability journey and is helping us get closer to
achieving our climate targets of achieving a carbon-neutral food chain by the end of 2040.”
 
Jonas Fridberg, business solutions manager, functional paper and �lms, Mondi adds: “Our aim is always to
develop �t-for-purpose packaging that is sustainable by design. Our work with HKScan to facilitate their switch
to recyclable and renewable paper packaging for Scan Falukorv 800 g is a great example of that. It has led to a
signi�cant reduction in carbon impact, with no change in the consumer experience, and that is truly something to
be celebrated.”
 
1 Measured by IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute

Courtesy of Mondi Group
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Tips For Better
Flexible Film Coding

Flexible film is today’s fastest-growing category of packaging, finding uses
in a wide range of products. As a digital technology designed for flexible
film, Thermal Transfer Overprinting offers many advantages over
alternatives.

BY GARY BOLTON

Like any technology, it’s helpful to understand how it works before delving into optimization. The main elements of a TTO

printer are the printhead, the inked ribbon, and the roller, or a flat platen for intermittent applications. The printhead

consists of small heating elements within a ceramic unit. Elements are individually heated to form the characters.

When in operation, the printhead descends, squashing the ribbon and the packaging film against the roller, moving in the

same direction as the packaging. The heating elements related to that code content heats up on the printhead, melting the

ink on the ribbon, which allows it to be transferred onto the packaging film before the printhead returns to its start

position within the TTO coder.

Offering a high resolution of around 300 dpi and approaching the quality of pre-printed packaging, TTO provides versatility

in design, allowing barcodes, logos, and 2D codes to be printed. On average pack rates of up to 120-160 packs per minute

(ppm) can be achieved, although more advanced units can reach up to 455 ppm, or 1,800 mm/s.

ADVERTISEMENT

Why TTO?

Compared to mechanical approaches, like hot stamping and rotary coders, TTO provides greater uptime and less waste,

while the inclusion of real-time data meets market demands for increased traceability. TTO not only prints better data,

more easily, but also changing the data between runs is quicker.

TTO is also typically more easily integrated onto the packaging machine and provides a better print quality. It also offers a

more flexible, and larger, print area. It can be ready within a minute, meaning there is virtually no equipment warm-up time.

There is also no smell, mess, or drying time at the end of the process. Importantly, there is also zero risk of film perforation,

unlike mechanical methods where broken stamps can pierce the packaging. In combination, this makes TTO a highly reliable

option for flexible film.

Finally, with a relatively small initial capital outlay, as well as low maintenance and running costs, TTO offers an attractive

return on investment.

Premium Printhead, is the newer option available to improve high
resin coding speed, without compromising quality. It’s only available
in Markem-Imaje’s SmartDate® Xtreme Plus printhead.

Tips for Optimizing: Printhead and Ribbon Selection

TTO printheads can be divided into three categories: standard, robust, and premium. Categories are based on the

sturdiness of the coding equipment and the required durability of the code.

To protect the heating elements, which are critical to character creation, they are enclosed in a ceramic overcoat. These

ceramic coverings vary in their ability to withstand the repeated heating and cooling cycles and to resist abrasion. Both

factors affect printhead life and coding speed.

To assess which printhead is right for your application consider these categories in the context of your printing needs:

Standard Printheads are robust enough for applications involving clean films in ordinary factory environments when

printing on many food and beverage products.

Robust Printheads, with stronger ceramic coatings, support printing in more challenging environments such as coding

potato bags on a farm, where dirt and stones are at high risk of scratching the ceramic surface. Using a standard

printhead in that situation would result in more problematic prints, and the printhead would have to be replaced

frequently.

Premium Printhead, this newer option has been introduced to improve high resin coding speed, without compromising

quality. Such technology is currently only available in Markem-Imaje’s SmartDate® Xtreme Plus printhead.

Premium Printhead, is the newer option available to improve high
resin coding speed, without compromising quality. It’s only available
in Markem-Imaje’s SmartDate® Xtreme Plus printhead.

Considerations for TTO Coding

Using printheads correctly will give a higher quality print for longer and extend the life of the printhead, reducing costs and

downtime.

Uptime and sustainability efforts can be improved by using long thermal transfer ribbon rolls. Providing 80% more prints

per roll means less changing is required while reducing roll waste and minimizing energy consumption.

It’s wise to question using third-party ribbons. While initially, it may appear cheaper, the third-party ribbon provider could

void a manufacturer’s warranty, and usage is likely to cause premature printhead wear. All of this leads to long-term extra

costs.

Regular printhead cleaning is also vital. On busy production lines printhead cleaning often doesn’t take place as frequently as

needed. Insufficient cleaning results in an accumulation of dust, dirt and debris on the printhead. Ultimately, that leads to

poor and possibly unreadable codes. Cleaning the printhead with every ribbon change prevents such problems and is a good

tactic for limiting the downtime impact. Finally, choose a supplier who offers a printhead warranty to further minimize

maintenance costs.

TTO for Increased Uptime, Quality and Traceability

The most challenging of environments, premium printheads can be applied in challenging environments while maintaining

high quality and speed. TTO is a cost-effective and reliable solution for flexible film coding. By selecting the correct

printhead for the application and following basic best practices, TTO contributes to an optimized production line, delivering

reliable, high-quality codes.Gary Bolton is the Product Marketing Manager for thermal transfer overprinting solutions at Markem-Imaje. He has been with the company since 2011,
and in the coding and marking industry for over 20 years.

Courtesy of Markem-Imaje

Sergii Chervov / Creatas Video+ via Getty Images Plus
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15%

Glass

3%

Misc. Rigid Plastics & Bottles

15%

Metal Cans

10%

Flexible

19%

Paperboard

14%

Corrugated

24%
Total: $183 Billion

TOTAL U.S. PACKAGING MARKET %
BREAKDOWN BY SEGMENT
FPA releases latest data

Leading at 24%, corrugated packaging growth due to e-commerce demand and developments in digital printing technologies.

Coming in second with at 19%, the US flexible packaging industry is witnessing a healthy growth, as the industry is able to
implement innovative solutions for the many packaging challenges it faced. According to the Flexible Packaging Association,
brand owners are taking on films, pouches, and bags as a go-to packaging solution, acknowledgements in part to extensive
acceptance by American consumers.
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TAKING MACHINERY TO THE NEXT LEVEL
To advance means embracing technological advances at the basic

machinery level.

BY GABI DANIELY

2020 changed everything. As a result, many manufacturers found themselves playing at an entirely new ballpark, and needed

to adjust fast. For some, such as those dealing with liquid soap, wipes, and other hygiene consumer packaged goods, it

meant increasing production dramatically – working continuously to satisfy market demands. For others it meant to put a

certain packaging line to a halt and convert is as quickly as possible into another.

The main challenge for the latter, was the fact that switching packaging lines to deal with different featured ones, meant

operational downtime, as the machines stopped for manual reconfiguration or reconfiguration of the packaging production

line. One might argue that while this is a big inconvenience and does in fact damage the company’s profits, there’s no real

danger. But what about life-saving and critical packaging needs?

Since 2020, the demand for healthcare packaging has grown substantially. These packaging lines became more vital than

ever, as fast, reliable and hygienic packaging lines were in high demand.

ADVERTISEMENT

Packaging Machinery Vulnerabilities

Dealing with unexpected events of 2020 is just one of many scenarios which the packaging professional might encounter and

be set out for. Being a field leader often means providing solutions in both likely and unlikely events – and being able to

bridge the gap over certain vulnerabilities makes the real difference.

A key vulnerability of the packaging industry is communication. Over decades various aspects of the packaging machinery

and process made substantial improvements. Materials became more durable and cost-efficient; processes became smarter

and faster; other features increased in abilities — all but communication.

Packaging machinery relies on fast, robust and deterministic communication to enable high-capacity production that is

continuously increasing. Yet, key parts of the packaging machinery such as rotating components, free-running movers and

shuttles were lacking appropriate communication means due to their dynamic and high-speed motion. The result of which

was not being able to monitor the production data, realizing malfunctions only when products reached the end of the

production line, and most important of all — gaining control while in motion on all such devices.

The Next Level Packaging

Addressing these needs and achieving next level packaging, require next level communication – and that’s IO-Link Wireless.

Having been used across different industries, the wired IO-Link protocol gained reputation and momentum over the years.

The next evolutionary step soon followed in the form of its cable-free version: IO-Link Wireless. Being developed within the

IO-Link consortium (consisting of such global leaders as Siemens, ifm, Schneider Electric, Zimmer Group, and others), the

protocol extension soon proved to be the answer to the packaging industry’s needs.

As an example, independent mover transport systems are a key element in the design of new packaging machines. However,

movers are limited as they cannot support real-time communication of actuators and sensors. Cables are not an option due

to the range of motion – therefore, a robust, fast, and reliable wireless communication solution is required on each mover.

IO-Link Wireless allows products to be processed in an agile and synchronized manner while in constant motion. This

eliminates changeover and tooling setup, reducing downtime and enabling high capacity and flexible production lines.

Packaging lines are required to collect a vast amount of meaningful data from numerous sensors in the most cost-effective

manner on existing and new machines. An industrial wireless solution enables ongoing data collection from packaging

machines from hundreds of sensors within a single machine area. While IO-Link Wireless itself provides the scalability,

modularity and reliability, its complementary products also enable retrofitting existing machines into wireless ones. This

means that in order to covert a packaging line into a wireless one, there’s no need to buy new machines and equipment, but

rather integrate the wireless components into existing machinery in a quick and efficient process. This simplifies machine

deployments, relocations and upgrades, in addition to providing analytics and predictive maintenance to all machine

components.

The packaging process also includes additional components such as rotary tables, collaborative robots and linear robots, all

of which are dynamically moving and rotating. Machines with such components can benefit from IO-Link Wireless for

communication by incorporating wireless sensors and I/O directly onto the moving and rotating components, thus reducing

maintenance operations and enabling simple future add-on of multiple I/O’s.

Taking packaging machinery to the next level with IO-Link Wireless means that now machine builders and manufacturers

can address their top challenges effectively and strategically:

Support a broad range of package variations (size, weight, shape, material) within a single machine

Reduce and eliminate changeover and setup time between different package types

Increase machine capacity by performing actions while in constant motion

Machine footprint reduction

Simple to upgrade/adapt for future products

Predictive maintenance & downtime reduction

Reduce maintenance cost — less mechanical parts, less wear out, preventive maintenance

Hygienic design — reduce cables, chains, conveyor belts

Changing the Packaging Industry

Wireless industrial connectivity solutions enable connecting all levels of the plant – top to button, as it connects the lowest

level of the factory for the first time in a suitable wireless manner. This leads to the convergence of IT and OT and gives

management full view of all aspects of the business. The advantages of IO-Link Wireless have been noted by numerous

worldwide leaders such as AB InBev, Schneider Electric, SKF, Cloostermans, and Zimmer Group.

Another major vote of confidence in IO-Link Wireless was recently given by Verizon Ventures. The communication giant, well

known for leading the 5G market, realized this potential and took part in the funding of further development of technology

and market-share of IO-Link Wireless.

Creating a go-to market and operational plan are not the only ingredients for success. Creating a forward-thinking strategy

that creates a paradigm shift in a world of mass customization and dynamic requirements is a critical success factor.

Gabi Daniely is the chief strategy & marketing Officer at CoreTigo. Daniely will be speaking at the “PACK to the Future” stage at the upcoming PACK
EXPO, taking part September 27-29, 2021.

Lead photo by NicoElNino / iStock via Getty Images Plus. Feature photos courtesy of CoreTigo.
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PERFECTING
PRIVATE BRANDS
A study from CB Insights
revealed that private labels sell
three times as much as branded
products. Hear from an expert on
how design is contributing to the
rise of private brands.

BY KRISTIN JOKER

TODD MAUTE

In this episode, the topic is private brands. Our guest Todd Maute, has worked in the private label business for close to 30 years
helping retailers define brand and design strategies across multiple channels. Maute is a partner at the New York-based brand
strategy and design agency CBX whose clients include top CPG companies: General Mills, Snapple, Hershey, Hormel, J.M.
Smucker Co, Mott’s, and Mondelez. In case that doesn’t solidify his expertise, he's also advised Giant Eagle, Wal-Mart, Kroger, IGA,
BJ’s, and LIDL how to use packaging to win at retail.

Prior to joining CBX, Maute was Vice President of Marketing for Daymon Worldwide and ran their global design firm’s offices
throughout the US, Japan, Hong Kong, and Latin America. Daymon was the world’s largest own-brand sales and marketing
company, working with hundreds of retailers across 40 countries.

Our conversation covers the state of private brands now, the challenges, and the trends he’s seeing. He also provides insight on
what private brands can do to win over the next generation of shoppers, Gen Z, and reveals what retail category he thinks is the
toughest to get right.

Private label sales are rising

rate that private labels outsell branded products

300%

KEEP SCROLLING

Sources: CB Insights, Frozen & Refrigerated Report 2018

private label grocery items sold in Europe

40%

KEEP SCROLLING

Private label sales are rising
Sources: CB Insights, Frozen & Refrigerated Report 2018

private labels in Millennials' shopping carts

32%

KEEP SCROLLING

Private label sales are rising
Sources: CB Insights, Frozen & Refrigerated Report 2018

private labels in typical shopping cart

25%

KEEP SCROLLING

Private label sales are rising
Sources: CB Insights, Frozen & Refrigerated Report 2018

how much retailers earn more from private labels

25%

KEEP SCROLLING

Private label sales are rising
Sources: CB Insights, Frozen & Refrigerated Report 2018

Photos courtesy of CBX

Infographic data: https://�nancesonline.com/retail-trends/

Infographic illustrations by LueratSatichob / DigitalVision Vectors via Getty Images; bsd555 / iStock via Getty Images Plus; ExpressIPhoto / iStock via
Getty Images Plus
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CLASSIFIED NETWORK
FOR SALE

CLICK BOXES BELOW TO LEARN MORE

SALES OF SURFACE TENSION TESTING PENS AND INKS
Lotar Enterprises

A SUCKER FOR EVERY JOB – A JOB FOR EVERY SUCKER
William B. Rudow Inc.
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CLASSIFIED NETWORK
FOR SALE

Sales of Surface Tension Testing Pens and Inks for the
Plastics, Textile and Metal Industries

Lotar carries pens and inks of defined surface tensions for wettability and

metal cleanliness testing identifying the necessity of a treatment or

cleaning processes for quality checks in planned and existing production

lines, Quicktest, Quickdry, and more accurate inks and pens available.

Representing Arcotest, Pillar and other Lotar products.

 

Lotar Enterprises

1718 Velp Avenue

Suite E

Green Bay, Wisconsin 54303

Contact: 

Tatjana Qadada

info@lotarllc.com

lotarenterprises.com

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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CLASSIFIED NETWORK
FOR SALE

A Sucker For Every Job – A Job For Every Sucker

William B. Rudow, Inc. manufacturers vacuum cups, suckers, in many

materials. 2021 is our 75th year in business. We have many cups in stock

for immediate shipment. Send samples for identification, or e-mail with

dimensions to info@rudow.com.

 

William B. Rudow Inc.

1122 Goodrich Ave.

Sarasota, FL 34236

United States

Phone: (941) 957-4200

Fax: (941) 955-7666

info@rudow.com

Contact: 

David Wertheimer, President

www.suckers.com

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

Below are the premium listings from our directory. 

For the complete list of companies and products, go to packagingstrategies.com/resourceguide
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

BERLIN PACKAGING

525 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, IL 60661

(312) 876-9292

info@berlinpackaging.com

https://www.berlinpackaging.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Berlin Packaging is the only Hybrid Packaging Supplier® of plastic, glass, and metal containers and closures. With 40,000+

available SKUs, 200+ packaging consultants and 130+ sales and warehouse locations across North America, Europe and South

Africa, the company has the right products, expertise, and geographic proximity to help customers increase their net

income through packaging products and services. Berlin Packaging supplies billions of containers and closures annually as

well as warehousing and logistics services for customers of all sizes in all industries. Berlin Packaging also offers an array of

services and specialty-product divisions to be the true one-stop shop for rigid packaging.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Bottle/Jar/Can, Glass

Bottle/Jar/Can, Metal

Bottle/Jar/Can, Plastic

Drum/Pail

Pails

Shipping, Temperature Insulating

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

CAMA NORTH AMERICA

901 Corporate Grove Drive

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

(847) 607-8797

cama-US@camagroup.com

https://www.camagroup.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Cama North America specializes in the design, manufacture and service of packaging machinery including cartoners, case

packers, sleevers, robotics and integrated systems. Cama North America sells, manufactures and services all supplied

machinery to customers in the United States and Canada, including FAT's and complete aftermarket. Industries include both

food and non-food industries, automating primary and secondary packaging from line entrance through end-of-line

packaging operations.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

Robotics

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

DESCON INTEGRATED CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS

1-1274 Ringwell Dr.

Newmarket, ON L3Y 9C7

(905) 953-0455

sales@desconconveyor.com

https://www.desconconveyor.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

For over 25 years, Descon has provided integrated conveyor solutions and premium processing and packaging equipment to

the beverage and food industries. We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver smart solutions to challenging problems,

coupled with our commitment to project execution and unparalleled customer service.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Accumulators

Controls

Conveying, Converging/Dividing

Conveying/Elevating/Lowerating

Depalletizing

Material Handling Equipment

PET Bottle Packaging Equipment

Robotics

Uncasers

Washers

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

ECONOCORP INC.

72 Pacella Park Dr.

Randolph, MA 02368

(781) 986-7500

info@econocorp.com

https://www.econocorp.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Econocorp Inc. is a World Wide Leader in slow to moderate speed Cartoning, Tray Forming and Case Packing of speeds

between 1 and 120 cartons or cases per minute.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case Sealing

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

KURIYAMA OF AMERICA INC.

360 E. State Pkwy.

Schaumburg, IL 60173-5335

(847) 755-0360

sales@kuriyama.com

https://www.kuriyama.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Kuriyama of America, Inc. has been eminently successful in developing and marketing thermoplastic hose and accessory

products to the industrial marketplace since 1968. We now provide a complete line of thermoplastic, rubber and metal hose

products and accessories including couplings and fittings, for use in industrial and commercial applications.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Hose & Accessories

Pneumatic Conveying

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

POLY PRINT INC.

2300 W. Wetmore Rd.

Tucson, AZ 85705

(520) 792-1061

jgenova@polyprint.com

https://www.polyprint.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Poly Print, established in 1992, offers high quality flexographic printing up to 10 colors, high barrier adhesive lamination,

laser perforation, and pouches. We are experts in applying our knowledge, experience, and resources to provide solutions,

and support within the flexible packaging market. Our focus is food packaging, beverages, nutraceuticals and more.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Bag/Pouch, Multilayer

Bag/Pouch, Plastic

Biodegradable/Compostable

Contract Converters

Flexible Packaging

Flexo Printing

Paper, Laminating

Paper, Multiply Paper Flex Pack Laminates

Pouch Converting

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

RABIN WORLDWIDE

21 Locust Ave., Ste. 2A

Mill Valley, CA 94941

(415) 522-5700

laura.reid@rabin.com

https://rabin.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

In business for over 60 years, Rabin is a family-held auction and real estate investment company, which acquires and sells

industrial facilities and equipment around the world.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Bottling Lines

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case Sealing

Food Processing Equipment, Grading

Food Processing Equipment, Sorting

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
PREMIUM LISTINGS

STILES ENTERPRISES INC.

38 Woodland Ave. P.O. Box 92

Rockaway, NJ 07866

(973) 625-9660

info@stilesenterprises.com

https://www.stilesenterprises.com/index.html

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE

Stiles Enterprises is a rubber, conveyor chain and belting fabricator/distributor with a history in the packaging industry

starting in the 1950s. Packaging parts include: CAPPER tightening rubbers, chuck inserts, chain gripper rubbers, side belts,

cap turning belts, gripper rubbers. LABELING wrap/hold down belts, back up pads, resurfaced feed rollers/glue rollers,

vacuum cups. UNSCRAMBLER fabric wrapped belts, solid rubber covered belts, fabric orienter pads, elevator cleated belts

and chain, rollers and wheels. CASE TAPER belts, knives / blades, rollers. FORM FILL SEAL bagger belts, knives / blades, Teflon

tape. HEAT TUNNEL silicone glass curtains, Teflon / glass and Silicone/glass mesh and solid tunnel belts. Cartoner vacuum

cups, belting.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Accumulators

Automation

Bag Filling/Closing/Sealing

Banding

Blades (Cutting)

Blister Packaging

Bottling Lines

Capping

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case Sealing

Change Parts

Checkweighing

Components/Parts

Conveying, Converging/Dividing

Conveying/Elevating/Lowerating

Conveyor Components

Feeding/Inserting

Fill/Seal

Filling, Dry

Filling, Liquid

Fitment Applicating

Form-Fill-Seal, Vertical

Heat Sealing

Hopper

Imprinting Machines (Coding, Marking)

Knives

Label Applicating

Label, Print-and-Apply

Labelers

Labelers, Cold Glue

Labelers, Pressure Sensitive

Material Handling Equipment

Multipacking

Overwrapping

PET Bottle Packaging Equipment

Pucking/Depucking

R&D/Tech

Replacement Parts

Robotics

Shrink Tunnels

Shrink Wrapping, Bundling

Tube Filling/Sealing

Unscrambling/Orienting

Used/Rebuilt Equipment

Weigh-Fill

Weighing

Wrapping (see Flowrappers, Shrink Wrapping or Stretch Wrapping)

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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CORPORATE PROFILES
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

CLICK BOXES BELOW TO LEARN MORE

RESEALABLE ZIPPER SOLUTIONS
Zip-Pak

ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY IS ACHIEVED WITH MOISTURE CONTROL
MoistTech
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CORPORATE PROFILES

Ultimate Efficiency Is Achieved with Moisture Control

MoistTech is the leader in Moisture Measurement and Control as well as monitoring the Coating Moisture /

Thickness for the paper, converting and film applications. Non-contact and insensitive to material variations

such as particle size, material height & color, our moisture sensors provide continuous, reliable readings with

zero maintenance and a one-time calibration with a non-drift optical design allowing operational personnel

to confidently make immediate process adjustments based on real-time measurements.

MoistTech is supported by the original manufacturers of Near-Infrared (NIR) technology in the industrial

moisture industry, manufacturing a range of on-line sensors & at-line instruments for moisture

measurement and real-time moisture process control. MoistTech has developed the IR 3000 moisture sensor

which is ideally suited to measure the moisture levels as well as water and solvent based coatings and coat

weight thicknesses during the paper/converting process, improving manufactures product quality and

increased productivity with substantial cost savings.

With well over 40 years of moisture analyzer and transmitter experience we understand the savings and

potential increase with improved productivity. Therefore, we have an unbeatable promise of customer

satisfaction on all our equipment and challenge you to put MoistTech Corp. up against your current method

to obtain unsurpassed success!

See immediate benefits:

NIR (near-infrared) technology - highest accuracy

Immediate process line adjustments

Proper dryer control

Reduced waste/wasted product

Low to zero maintenance

Process optimization

Low cost and high accuracy

Improved product quality

Reduced energy

Plant production & efficiency monitoring

One-time calibration & zero drift

Insensitive to material variations

Proper moisture control can:

Minimize waste and product loss

Reduce costs

Increase product quality

Maximize plant efficiency

Promote dryer efficiency

Provide process optimization

Energy savings

Email: info@moisttech.com

Website: moisttech.com

Phone: 941.727.1800

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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CORPORATE PROFILES

Zip-Pak® — The Premier Provider of Resealable Zipper Solutions

Zip-Pak is the premier provider of resealable solutions for flexible packaging. Our packaging solutions enable

flexible packaging to be easily opened and closed, keeping foods fresher longer. With an unmatched global

network of innovative resealable products, equipment and technical support Zip-Pak makes it easy to add

consumer preferred convenience and zipper technology to your products.

Zip-Pak features uniquely flexible solutions for your brand and your product. Along with our many reliable

flexible packaging solutions, Zip-Pak has leading-edge technologies and package innovations including new

products: Soft-Crush™ Sustainable Zipper Solutions and Safety-Lok™ Child-Resistant Solutions.

Soft-Crush™ Sustainable Zipper Solutions are recycle ready and engineered for Eco-Friendly films and

pouches.

Safety-Lok™ Child-Resistant Solutions are a new line of certifiable CR zippers from Zip-Pak. Experience the

most production-efficient and cost-effective solutions on the market.

Discover how these Zip-Pak innovations will help differentiate your brand and delight your consumers!

Website: zip-pak.com

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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